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The study described in this paper investigated the effects of two different hexapod motion configurations on the training and transfer of training of a simultaneous roll and pitch control task. Pilots were divided between two groups which trained either under a baseline hexapod motion condition, with motion typically provided by current training simulators, or an optimized hexapod motion condition, with increased fidelity of the motion cues most relevant for the task. All pilots transferred to the same full-motion condition, representing motion experienced in flight. A cybernetic approach was used that gave insights into the development of pilots’ use of visual and motion cues over the course of training and after transfer. Based on the current results, neither of the hexapod motion conditions can unambiguously be chosen as providing the best motion for training and transfer of training of the used multi-axis control task. However, the optimized hexapod motion condition did allow pilots to generate less visual lead, control with higher gains, and have better disturbance-rejection performance at the end of the training session compared to the baseline hexapod motion condition. Significant adaptations in control behavior still occurred in the transfer phase under the full-motion condition for both groups. Pilots behaved less linearly compared to previous single-axis control-task experiments; however, this did not result in smaller motion or learning effects. Motion and learning effects were more pronounced in pitch compared to roll. Finally, valuable lessons were learned that allow us to improve the adopted approach for future transfer-of-training studies.

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>sinusoid amplitude, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>error signal, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>learning rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>forcing function, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_c$</td>
<td>controlled dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_f$</td>
<td>motion washout response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{ol}$</td>
<td>open-loop response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_p$</td>
<td>pilot response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i_r$</td>
<td>run number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{trs}$</td>
<td>c.g. translational acceleration gain, $-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{rfl}$</td>
<td>c.g. to p.s. translational acceleration gain, $-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_m$</td>
<td>pilot motion gain, $-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_f$</td>
<td>motion washout gain, $-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_v$</td>
<td>pilot visual gain, $-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_s$</td>
<td>stick gain, $-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>sinusoid index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>number of sinusoids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>pilot remnant, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>sinusoid frequency integer factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_0$</td>
<td>learning curve initial value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_\infty$</td>
<td>learning curve asymptotic value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^2$</td>
<td>coefficient of determination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>Laplace operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>time, s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_L$</td>
<td>pilot lead time constant, s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_m$</td>
<td>measurement time, s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>pilot control input, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_r$</td>
<td>learning curve value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_a$</td>
<td>aileron deflection, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_e$</td>
<td>elevator deflection, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta_f$</td>
<td>motion washout damping ratio, $-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta_{nm}$</td>
<td>neuromuscular damping, $-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>pitch angle, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>pilot processing delay, s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I. Introduction

The study described in this paper investigates the effects of two different motion conditions on the training and transfer of training of multi-axis (roll and pitch) manual control behavior. The utility of simulator motion for the training of pilot manual control skills in flight simulators is still very much debated. In addition, very limited motion cueing guidelines and criteria are available to objectively tune simulator motion for pilot training. The effects of motion system hardware and cueing characteristics on human manual control behavior and performance are relatively well understood. However, there is currently limited understanding of how these effects influence the acquisition of manual control skills in motion-base simulators and the transfer of the learned skills to the operational environment in an aircraft. A better understanding of how motion affects the training and transfer of training of manual control skills is required to develop guidelines and criteria for simulator motion cueing optimized for the training of manual control skills and better transfer of training.

The identification and modeling of human manual control behavior using a cybernetic approach has been used in many previous research efforts investigating the effects of motion on manual control behavior and performance. The advantage of this approach is that it enables analyzing how human controllers integrate visual and motion cues to make a control action. The same approach can give more insights into how manual control behavior and the use of both visual and motion cues develop during training and transfer after training. Only few studies have used this approach in the context of training and the ones that did used single-axis control tasks, or looked at the effects of elementary variations of visual and motion cues, such as the effects of training with and without motion. Even though these studies are crucial for our understanding of the acquisition of manual control skills, their results might not directly apply to the training and transfer of training of manual control skills for aircraft flying tasks that mostly require control and result in motion cues in multiple axes simultaneously.

This paper adds to the literature as follows: 1) a cybernetic approach was used to investigate the training and transfer of training of manual control skills in a multi-axis control task with aircraft dynamics, a task more comparable to manually flying an aircraft, 2) this study was part of a larger research effort to develop motion cueing guidelines for stall recovery training, and, therefore, aircraft dynamics of an aircraft close to the stall point were used, and 3) a quasi-transfer-of-training experiment was conducted in the Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS), the world’s largest vertical displacement simulator, in which general aviation pilots trained for the task under one out of two hexapod motion conditions and then transferred to a full motion condition, closer to motion in flight, which utilized the entire VMS motion envelope.

The paper provides details on the roll-pitch control task, aircraft dynamics, and pilot model in Section II. Next, the experimental setup will be discussed in Section III. Results will be given in Section IV and will be discussed in Section V, after which the paper ends with the main conclusions in Section VI.

II. Control Task

The effects of motion cues on the training and transfer of training of multi-axis manual control skills were assessed in a simultaneous roll and pitch target-following disturbance-rejection task. Fig. 1 depicts a diagram of the closed-loop control task.
Pilots’ task was to simultaneously minimize roll and pitch errors, \( e_\phi \) and \( e_\theta \), on a compensatory display similar to a primary flight display (PFD). The roll and pitch errors were the differences between roll and pitch target forcing functions, \( f_{t\phi} \) and \( f_{t\theta} \), and roll and pitch attitudes, \( \phi \) and \( \theta \), respectively. The roll and pitch attitudes were the outputs of the roll and pitch dynamics, \( H_{c\phi} \) and \( H_{c\theta} \), combined, constituting the controlled aircraft dynamics. No cross coupling was present between the roll and pitch dynamics; that is, roll inputs did not result in pitch attitude changes and vice versa. Pilots controlled the aircraft dynamics using a sidestick with roll gain \( K_{s\phi} \) and pitch gain \( K_{s\theta} \). Disturbance forcing functions \( f_{d\phi} \) and \( f_{d\theta} \) were added to the stick outputs, exciting the aircraft dynamics similarly to atmospheric turbulence. In addition to visual cues, pilots were also provided with roll and sway motion cues, and pitch and heave motion cues, resulting from changes in roll and pitch attitudes, respectively.

The two forcing functions in the closed control loop in each axis allowed for the identification of pilots’ visual and motion responses, \( H_{p\phi} \) and \( H_{p\theta} \), in both axes (Fig. 1). The control inputs of the pilot, \( u_\phi \) and \( u_\theta \), are a combination of the outputs of these linear response functions and remnant signals, \( n_\phi \) and \( n_\theta \), that account for nonlinear behavior and noise. Note that the identified pilot motion response functions, in reality, also include simulator motion logic and motion system dynamics. The same holds for the visual response functions, which include display dynamics. In addition, the pilot motion response functions are a combination of responses resulting from different perceptual modalities, such as vestibular, somatosensory, and proprioceptive.

The remainder of this section discusses each aspect of the control task in more detail.

II.A. Controlled Aircraft Dynamics

The controlled aircraft dynamics were of a medium-sized transport aircraft, similar in size to a Boeing 757. The gross weight of the airplane was set to 185,800 lbs. The aircraft dynamics were linearized at a flight condition close to the stall point, at an altitude of 41,000 ft and an airspeed of 150 kts. The linearized roll and pitch dynamics were defined by Equations 1 and 2, respectively.

\[
H_{c\phi}(s) = \frac{\phi}{\delta_a} = \frac{0.76773 \left( s^2 + 0.2195 s + 0.5931 \right)}{\left( s + 0.7363 \right) \left( s - 0.01984 \right) \left( s^2 + 0.1455 s + 0.6602 \right)}
\]

(1)

\[
H_{c\theta}(s) = \frac{\theta}{\delta_c} = \frac{0.33282 \left( s^2 + 0.09244 s + 0.002886 \right)}{\left( s^2 - 0.01388 s + 0.004072 \right) \left( s^2 + 0.446 s + 0.4751 \right)}
\]

(2)

II.B. Pilot Model

According to the crossover model theorem, a human operator adjusts his or her control behavior to the controlled dynamics such that the combined human-operator controlled-dynamics open-loop response approximates a single
The characteristics of the controlled dynamics in Equations 1 and 2 require a human operator to generate lead at higher frequencies. Taking this into account, the human operator visual and motion response functions are given by Equations 3 and 4, respectively. Note that any nonlinearities in behavior are captured in the remnant signal $n$ (Fig. 1).

$$H_{pc}(s) = K_v(1 + T_ls)e^{-\tau_v s}\frac{\omega_{nm}^2}{s^2 + 2\zeta_{nm}\omega_{nm}s + \omega_{nm}^2}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (3)

$$H_{pm}(s) = sK_m e^{-\tau_m s}\frac{\omega_{nm}^2}{s^2 + 2\zeta_{nm}\omega_{nm}s + \omega_{nm}^2}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (4)

In Equations 3 and 4, equalization dynamics are characterized by the visual gain $K_v$, motion gain $K_m$, and the visual lead time constant $T_l$. Human controller limitations are captured by the visual delay $\tau_v$, motion delay $\tau_m$, neuromuscular frequency $\omega_{nm}$, and neuromuscular damping $\zeta_{nm}$. Estimating these parameters over the course of training and after transfer allows for quantification and characterization of the acquisition and transfer of pilot multi-axis manual control skills.

In the frequency domain, pilot performance in attenuating the target and disturbance forcing functions can be determined by the phase margins and crossover frequencies of the target and disturbance open-loop dynamics, respectively. Using the control diagram in Fig. 1, the target and disturbance open-loop responses are given by:

$$H_{ol_t}(s) = \frac{H_{pc}(s)K_vH_c(s)}{1 + H_{pm}(s)K_vH_c(s)}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (5)

$$H_{ol_d}(s) = [H_{pc}(s) + H_{pm}(s)]K_vH_c(s)$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (6)

The disturbance and target crossover frequencies ($\omega_{c_d}$ and $\omega_{c_t}$) are frequencies where the magnitude of the disturbance and target open-loop responses is 1.0. At these crossover frequencies, phase differences from $-180$ degrees are the phase margins ($\varphi_{m_d}$ and $\varphi_{m_t}$).

II.C. Simulator Motion

The experiment used the standard VMS motion algorithm and hardware for all motion configurations. The equivalent time delays of the VMS motion system for the pitch, roll, yaw, longitudinal, lateral and vertical axes are 47, 68, 48, 50, 69 and 67 ms, respectively. More details about the motion algorithm are provided in Ref. 15. The VMS motion logic consists of second-order high-pass washout filters to attenuate the rotational and translational aircraft model accelerations:

$$H_f(s) = K_f\frac{s^2}{s^2 + 2\zeta_f \omega_f s + \omega_f^2}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (7)

where $K_f$ is the motion washout gain, and $\zeta_f$ and $\omega_f$ are the washout damping ratio and break frequency, respectively.

The acquisition of manual control skills in the multi-axis control task in Fig. 1 was analyzed in a transfer-of-training experiment with two training-motion conditions. The two training-motion conditions, baseline hexapod motion (HB) and optimized hexapod motion (HO), had motion logic parameters tuned such that the simulated motion would fit in the motion envelope of a typical hexapod motion-base simulator with 60-inch legs. For this purpose, an actuator extension algorithm was implemented in the VMS that calculated the hexapod actuator extensions resulting from the aircraft motions, allowing for the tuning and monitoring of the motion in a much smaller hexapod motion space.

After training, every pilot was transferred to a true aircraft motion condition (FM). The motion logic parameters in this condition were tuned such that the full VMS motion envelope was utilized.

The different motion conditions not only differed in motion logic parameter settings, but also in the type of translational accelerations simulated. Translational accelerations at the pilot station are a combination of translational accelerations of the aircraft’s center of gravity (c.g.) and translational accelerations as a result of the pilot station (p.s.) rotating with respect to the center of gravity (Fig. 2). Gains on each of the translational acceleration components ($K_{tr_s}$ and $K_{tr_l}$) allowed for a different weighting of each component.

The baseline hexapod motion condition HB simulated motion provided by a typical hexapod motion simulator. The motion response of the VMS motion system for this condition was matched to the average response of a statistical sample of eight simulators using the Objective Motion Cueing Test (OMCT). Both the translational acceleration components from the c.g. and as a result of rotations with respect to the c.g. were simulated in this condition. The
optimized hexapod motion condition HO only simulated the translational accelerations as a result of rotations with respect to the c.g. Taking out the c.g. component of the translational accelerations resulted in a condition where hardly any attenuation of the motion was required, leading to washout gains of 1.00 and break frequencies of 0.20 for most degrees of freedom. The full motion condition FM allowed for the simulation of both translational acceleration components with the motion logic parameter settings of condition HO; that is, with minimal attenuation.

The motion parameters for all motion conditions are provided in Table 1. Details on the tilt coordination were omitted from this discussion for brevity; however, tilt coordination was present in each motion configuration.

II.D. Forcing Functions

The target and disturbance forcing functions were sum-of-sines signals defined by Equation 8, where $A_{d,t}(k)$, $\omega_{d,t}(k)$, and $\phi_{d,t}(k)$ indicated the amplitude, frequency and phase of the $k^{th}$ sine in $f_d$ or $f_t$ respectively. $N_{d,t}$ represents the number of sine waves.

$$f_{d,t}(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{N_{d,t}} A_{d,t}(k) \sin[\omega_{d,t}(k)t + \phi_{d,t}(k)]$$

(8)

Subscripts $d$ and $t$ are used to distinguish between the disturbance and target forcing function, respectively. The $f_d$ and $f_t$ signals for both pitch and roll consist of ten individual sinusoids each with different amplitudes, frequencies, and phases. A summary of all forcing function properties in roll and pitch can be found in Table 2.

The sinusoid frequencies were all integer multiples of the measurement time base frequency, $\omega_m = 2\pi/T_m = 0.0767$ rad/s. $T_m = 81.92$ s was the measurement time used for the experiment. The selected integer multiples were used in a number of earlier experiments and ensured that the ten sinusoid frequencies in each signal covered the frequency range of human control at regular intervals on a logarithmic scale.

In order to determine the amplitudes of the individual sines for both the target and the disturbance forcing functions, a second-order low-pass filter was used.\(^4\) This second-order filter reduced the magnitude of the amplitudes at higher frequencies, yielding a tracking task that is not too difficult.

The amplitude distributions $A_{t\theta}(k)$ and $A_{d\theta}(k)$ for the pitch axis were scaled to obtain a variance for $f_{t\theta}$ of 0.1 deg\(^2\), and a variance for $f_{d\theta}$ of 0.4 deg\(^2\). For roll, the amplitude distributions $A_{t\phi}(k)$ and $A_{d\phi}(k)$ were scaled such that the variance was 0.4 and 1.6 deg\(^2\) for $f_{t\phi}$ and $f_{d\phi}$, respectively. The variances of the roll forcing functions were four times as high as the variances of the pitch forcing functions, as pitch errors are easier to see than roll errors on a PFD.\(^18\) Note that the ratios of the disturbance-forcing-function to target-forcing-function variances were the same in both axes. This ensured pilots’ task was mainly a disturbance-rejection task for both controlled axes.

Table 1. Motion logic parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motion Component Gains</th>
<th>Washout Gains</th>
<th>Washout Break Frequencies</th>
<th>Washout Damping Ratios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HB</td>
<td>HO</td>
<td>FM</td>
<td>HB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{trs}$</td>
<td>$K_{tr}$</td>
<td>$\omega_{f_d}$</td>
<td>$\omega_{f_t}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Transformation from center of gravity to pilot station accelerations.
Table 2. Forcing function properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roll</th>
<th>Pitch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disturbance, $f_{d\phi}$</td>
<td>Target, $f_{t\phi}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{d\phi}$</td>
<td>$\omega_{d\phi}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rad s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>2.838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>3.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>5.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>7.767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>10.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>14.650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine the forcing function phase distributions, numerous sets of phases were generated. Two sets of phases were chosen for the target and disturbance forcing functions that yielded signals with a Gaussian-like distribution and an average crest factor.19

III. Experimental Design

IIIA. Method

IIIA.1. Experimental Conditions

To observe the effects of training, pilots participated in both a training and transfer session. The motion in the training session was tuned such that it could be replicated on a hexapod simulator (Section II.C). Pilots were divided between two groups and either conducted their training using a baseline hexapod (HB) or optimized hexapod (HO) motion condition. In the transfer session the full motion condition (FM) was always used. The training motion condition was the only independent variable of this experiment. A summary of the motion conditions used is given in Table 3.

IIIA.2. Apparatus

The experiment was conducted in the VMS, the world’s largest vertical displacement simulator. More details about this simulator can be found in Ref. 15. This experiment used the rotorcraft cab (R-CAB), see Fig. 3. The pilot was positioned in the middle of the cab, and controlled both the pitch and roll degrees of freedom using a joystick positioned on the right side, see Fig. 4. A simplified PFD was positioned in front of the pilot, which displayed the pitch and roll errors (Fig. 5). The out-of-window view was disabled, and covered with blinds to prevent visual distractions. Other lights in the cockpit were also covered.

IIIA.3. Participants

Twenty-four general aviation pilots participated in the experiment, of which three pilots had more than 1,500 actual flight hours. The most experienced pilot had 4,100 flight hours. The average number of flight hours was 556 with a standard deviation of ± 1,078 hours. Furthermore, pilots had an average of 62 hours fixed-base simulator experience, with a standard deviation of ± 169 hours. Most pilots had flown an average of 75 hours in the past six months, with a standard deviation of 118 hours. The youngest pilot was 19 years old, the oldest 62. On average, the age was 29.3 years, with a standard deviation of ± 10 years. All participants were comfortable with operating the joystick with their right hand.

Table 3. Experimental conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motion Condition</th>
<th>Training (day 1)</th>
<th>Transfer (day 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pilot Group HB</td>
<td>HB</td>
<td>FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot Group HM</td>
<td>HO</td>
<td>FM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III.A.4. Procedures

Prior to the experiment pilots received a thorough briefing, providing an explanation of the task and how controls were to be operated. Pilots were instructed to continuously try to improve their performance, as indicated by a score appearing in the lower right corner of the PFD at the end of each run. The score was the sum of the root mean square (RMS) of the roll and pitch errors. A smaller score indicated a better overall performance throughout that particular run. Pilots were made aware of the best score out of all previous participants to provide motivation. In order to facilitate the identification of pilot control behavior, pilots were instructed to give smooth, continuous inputs. Furthermore, pilots were given specifics of the number of runs and breaks during the experiment. Finally, pilots were asked to fill out a short questionnaire, mainly asking about their experience in terms of simulator and flight hours.

Each pilot conducted the experiment over two consecutive days, either in the morning or in the afternoon. The first day started with a briefing as discussed above, after which a safety briefing of the VMS was given. Next, a training session commenced with one of two training conditions, as described in Section III.A.1. Each pilot was assigned to one of the training conditions randomly. On the second day, participants conducted a transfer session with the full motion condition. After this second session, any questions that the pilots may have had regarding the purpose of the experiment were answered. Both the training and transfer sessions consisted of 60 runs lasting 90 seconds each. Short breaks were given between each run in which pilots remained in the simulator. Three longer breaks of approximately ten minutes were given between intervals of 15 runs.

III.A.5. Dependent Measures

In this study, 24 objective dependent measures were analyzed. These dependent measures were calculated to gain insight into the effects of the training-motion conditions on the development of pilot performance and control behavior during the training and transfer sessions.

The pilot visual and motion transfer functions given by Equations 3 and 4, respectively (Section II.B), contain seven parameters for each axis of control; $K_vθ$, $K_vφ$, $T_Lθ$, $T_Lφ$, $τ_vθ$, $τ_vφ$, $K_mθ$, $K_mφ$, $τ_mθ$, $τ_mφ$, $ζ_{nmθ}$, $ζ_{nmφ}$, $ω_{nmθ}$ and $ω_{nmφ}$. The control signal variance accounted for (VAF) was calculated for both the roll and pitch axes, $VAF_φ$ and $VAF_θ$, as a measure of the accuracy of the pilot model in describing the measured control signal data.

Furthermore, pilot control performance and intensity were defined in terms of the RMS of the error and control signals, respectively: $RMS_{eθ}$, $RMS_{eφ}$, $RMS_{uθ}$ and $RMS_{uφ}$. Finally, the open-loop responses of Equations 5 and 6 were used to calculate the target and disturbance crossover frequencies $ω_{ct}$ and $ω_{cd}$, and phase margins $ϕ_m$ and $ϕ_{md}$, in both the roll and pitch axes.

III.A.6. Data Analysis

Pilots performed 60 runs per session. The RMS values of the error and control signals were calculated for every single measurement run. In order to reliably estimate the seven pilot model parameters in each axis, data from five consecutive runs were averaged in order to minimize the influence of pilot remnant. The averaged data were then used for parameter estimation using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). First, a genetic algorithm was used to estimate initial parameter values, after which a Gauss-Newton optimization was used to refine the results. This procedure was repeated 25 times for each data point after which the solution with the highest likelihood was chosen.
Parameter values outside of two standard deviations from the mean were considered outliers and were removed from the data set. If possible, outliers were replaced by an alternative MLE solution from the set of 25 with the next highest likelihood. Crossover frequencies and phase margins were calculated for each final MLE parameter solution.

In order to clearly visualize trends in the results found, dependent measures for each pilot group were averaged after which an exponential decay function, representing a learning curve, was fit onto the averaged data. The learning curve is defined by Equation 9, in which \( p_0 \) represents the value of the dependent measure at the start of the training or transfer sessions, \( p_\infty \) the asymptotic value towards the end of the sessions, and \( F \) the learning rate. Finally, \( i_r \) represents the run number. The values for these variables were estimated using Matlab’s \texttt{fmincon} function. The coefficient of determination \( r^2 \) was determined to evaluate the goodness of fit. R-squared is always between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating that the learning curve explains none of the variability of the observations, and 1 indicating that the model explains all the variability of the observations.

\[
y_r(i_r) = p_\infty + (1 - F)^i_r (p_0 - p_\infty)
\]  

(9)

### III.B. Hypotheses

For tracking tasks with controlled elements requiring lead equalization, such as those in the current study, motion feedback is typically used by human controllers to reduce the amount of visual lead that needs to be generated.\(^{22}\) Furthermore, the extent to which such motion feedback is used by human controllers is affected by the quality of the motion cues important to the task. Attenuation of these motion cues, either by scaling or high-pass filtering, results in human manual control with lower gains and increased visual lead generation (higher \( T_L \)), which typically results in worse task performance.\(^{4,6,23}\) Similar effects of motion were also observed in quasi-transfer-of-training experiments using single-axis manual control tasks.\(^{11,12}\) Based on these previous observations, the following hypotheses were formulated for the current experiment:

**H1:** Pilots were expected to learn faster under the optimized hexapod motion condition. In addition, pilot control behavior and performance for motion group HO at the start of the transfer session was expected to be more similar to control behavior and performance at the end of training under HO motion. Pilots having trained under motion condition HB were thought to adapt slower to the full-motion condition in the transfer phase. At the end of the transfer phase with full motion, pilot control behavior and performance was expected to be similar for both groups.

**H2:** After training under the motion condition with optimized hexapod motion (HO), pilots were expected to generate less visual lead, control with higher gains, and, as a result, perform better compared to the baseline hexapod motion condition (HB).\(^{4,23}\) Pilot equalization parameters and performance at the end of the transfer session with full motion were expected to be similar to the equalization parameters and performance at the end of training with the optimized hexapod motion condition. Differences in pilot limitation parameters between the motion conditions were expected to be minimal.

**H3:** Pilots were hypothesized to behave more nonlinearly in a multi-axis control task compared to a single-axis control task due to periodic sampling between the two axes.\(^{24}\) This was expected to result in lower VAF values compared to the single-axis experiments used in previous studies. As a result, the effects of motion in the multi-axis control task were expected to be less pronounced compared to the effects in single-axis control tasks. For the same reason, learning effects were expected to be smaller compared to those observed in transfer-of-training experiments with single-axis tasks.

**H4:** The effects of motion in the pitch axis were expected to be more pronounced and consistent than in the roll axis.\(^{18}\) Due to the nature of a PFD, pitch errors are easier to observe than roll errors. With pilots’ increased focus on pitch, motion and learning effects were expected to be larger than in roll.

### IV. Results

This section provides the experimental results of 19 out of 24 pilots that participated in the experiment. Data from the five pilots excluded from the analysis did not allow for reliable MLE parameter estimates. Of the 19 pilots, nine pilots conducted the training with baseline hexapod motion, whereas ten pilots conducted the training with optimized hexapod motion.
Throughout this section, data for the roll axis are presented on the left side of each figure and data for the pitch axis on the right side. Results for the baseline hexapod motion condition HB is presented in black and results for HO are presented in grey. The circle markers in each graph represent the average value over all pilots of a particular group. Error bars in corresponding colors indicate the 95% confidence intervals. The average values were used to fit the learning curve described in Section III.A.6. The learning curves are depicted by black and grey continuous lines for HB and HO, respectively. The coefficient of determination ($r^2$), a measure of how well observations were replicated by the learning curve, are shown in the legends with the following organization [$r^2$(training), $r^2$(transfer)].

### IV.A. Tracking Performance and Control Activity

Pilot tracking performance is defined by the RMS of the roll and pitch errors displayed on the PFD. A lower $RMS_e$ indicates better performance. The results for roll and pitch tracking performance are shown in Figures 6a and 6b, respectively. Figures 6a and 6b show that roll and pitch tracking performance steadily improved over the course of the training and transfer sessions, and that performance was similar for both groups. The group of pilots training with HB motion showed a steeper improvement in roll and pitch performance in the training phase and steeper improvement in roll performance in the transfer phase. This means that the group training with HB motion more quickly reached asymptotic performance levels. The group training with HO motion showed a more gradual increase in roll performance in the transfer phase, to such an extent that stable performance was not yet reached at the end the transfer session. Note that in both the training and transfer phases tracking performance in pitch was better than in roll for both pilot groups. This result has also been observed in other multi-axis control studies.18, 24, 25

Pilot control activity for roll and pitch are shown in Figures 7a and 7b, respectively. A lower $RMS_u$ indicates lower control activity. Figures 7a and 7b show that control activity decreased over the course of training. This behavior
was not expected based on previous training studies, for which control activity increased when training with motion. The RMS of the roll control input during training was higher for HO and control activity at the end of training was more similar to that after transfer. The group training with HB motion showed an increase in roll control intensity after the training phase. In pitch, control activity was similar for both groups and in both phases of the experiment. Pitch control activity increased slightly in the transfer phase for the HB motion group. In the training phase, control activity was higher in the roll axis; however, in the transfer phase, control activity was more similar between the two axes.

IV.B. Variance Accounted For

The linear pilot model as described in Section II.B explains pilot control behavior to a limited extent only. The extent to which the variance of the pilot control signal can be accounted for by this model is indicated by the VAF. Fig. 8a indicates the VAF of the roll control signal is approximately constant over the course of training and transfer for both groups. The roll VAF for the HO motion group is similar in the transfer and training phases of the experiment. The HB motion group has a slightly lower roll VAF in the training phase, indicating the presence of higher levels of remnant. The results for each group in the pitch axis are opposite to those of the roll axis (Fig. 8b). The pitch VAF for the HB motion group is similar in the transfer and training phases of the experiment, while the pitch VAF of the HO group is lower during the training phase than during the transfer phase. In addition, the pitch VAF is steadily increasing during training and after transfer for the HO motion group. Only towards the end of the transfer phase are the pitch VAFs of both groups similar.

Comparing Figures 8a and 8b reveals that for the HB motion group, the VAF is similar in the roll and the pitch axes. For the HO motion group the VAF is significantly higher in the roll axis. Note that the error bars are significantly larger for the HO motion group in the pitch axis, indicating a larger variability between pilots.

IV.C. Pilot Model Parameters

The evolution of pilot model parameters during the training and transfer sessions can provide more insight in pilots’ learning process. The parameters were estimated using the method explained in section III.A.6.

The pilot equalization parameters for the roll and pitch axes are given in Fig. 9. Figures 9a and 9b depict the pilot visual gain for the roll and pitch axes, respectively. In the roll axis, the visual gain of both groups remained stable throughout the training phase. The roll visual gain for the HO motion group is slightly higher than for the HB motion group. At the beginning of the transfer phase, $K_v$ is similar to the training phase for HO in the roll axis; however, $K_v$ increased for HB compared to the training phase. The roll visual gain then increased for both groups over the course of the transfer phase. The roll visual gain did not reach an asymptotic level after 60 evaluation runs. In the pitch axis, $K_v$ increased for both groups during both the training and transfer phases. The visual gains are higher and their error bars are much larger in the pitch axis compared to the roll axis.

The lead time constants for the roll and pitch axes are depicted in Figures 9c and 9d. In both roll and pitch, the visual lead time constant for the HO motion group is lower compared to the HB motion group in the training phase, indicating a decreased use of visual rate information. In addition, $T_L$ decreased for HO over the course of training, while remaining approximately constant for HB. At the beginning of the transfer phase, the visual lead time constant
for the HO motion group was more similar to that at the end of training. For both motion groups, $T_L$ decreased in the transfer phase; however, there was a stronger decrease for the HB motion group. $T_L$ was similar for both groups at the end of the transfer phase in both roll and pitch. An asymptotic level had not yet been reached for $T_L$ in the roll axis at the end of the transfer phase. Generally, more visual lead is generated in the pitch axis compared to the roll axis. Note that, similarly to $K_v$, the error bars are again much larger in the pitch axis.

A distinct difference can be observed between the motion gain values from motion groups HO and HB during the training phase. For both the roll and pitch axes, Figures 9e and 9f, respectively, motion group HO had higher motion gains compared to motion group HB, suggesting there was a big difference in how both groups utilized the motion cues. The motion gains for HB in training were very small (especially in roll), indicating pilots hardly used the motion cues. The motion gains for HO increased over the course of training in both axes. At the start of the transfer phase, motion group HO had motion gains more similar to the end of the training phase. The motion gains continued to increase during the transfer phase in both axes and for both groups. The roll motion gain for HB in the transfer phase
remained lower than the roll motion gain for HO. Motion gains were slightly higher and error bars were much larger in the pitch axis compared to the roll axis.

The delays of the pilot model are depicted in Fig. 10. Figures 10a and 10b depict the visual time delay for the controlled roll and pitch axes, respectively. For both groups, the visual time delay remained approximately constant in both axes for both the training and transfer phases. Motion group HO had higher values of \( \tau_v \) for both experiment phases.

The motion time delays are depicted in Figures 10c and 10d for the roll and pitch axes. Motion group HB gradually reduced their motion time delay during training, while the motion time delays for HO remained fairly constant. The motion time delays for both groups in both axes remained constant in the transfer phase. \( \tau_m \) is slightly higher for motion group HO in both axes in the transfer phase. The motion time delay is slightly lower in pitch compared to roll. Finally, the motion time delays are about 100 to 200 ms lower compared to the visual time delays.

The neuromuscular parameters are provided in Fig. 11. Figures 11a and 11b depict the neuromuscular damping values for the roll and pitch axes. In the roll axis, the neuromuscular damping appears to be much higher for the HO motion group compared to the HB motion group. In addition, the error bars for the HO motion group are also much larger. The roll neuromuscular damping in the transfer phase is similar for both groups, but seems to slightly decrease for the HB motion group. The pitch neuromuscular damping remains approximately constant for both groups in both phases of the experiment.

Figures 11c and 11d depict the neuromuscular frequencies for the roll and pitch axes. A similar difference between the groups can be observed for the neuromuscular frequencies as for the neuromuscular dampings. In the roll axis, the neuromuscular frequency is much higher for the HO motion group compared to the HB motion group. Also the error bars are much larger for HO. The roll neuromuscular frequency remained approximately constant for the training and transfer phases of the experiment. The neuromuscular frequency in roll was lower in the transfer phase compared to the training phase for HO, but slightly higher compared to the training phase for HB. The pitch neuromuscular frequency in training phase remained constant and was equal for both motion groups. Then pitch neuromuscular frequency slightly increased in the transfer phase for both motion groups, faster for HO, and more gradual for HB.
IV.D. Crossover Frequencies and Phase Margins

The open-loop frequency responses were calculated for both the disturbance and target forcing function inputs using Equations 5 and 6 as explained in Section II.B. The disturbance crossover frequencies and phase margins are provided in Fig. 12 for both axes. In the roll axis, the disturbance crossover frequency was significantly higher during training for motion group HO (Fig. 12a). This was accompanied by lower stability margins, as indicated by lower phase margins in Fig. 12c. After transfer, motion group HO continued with approximately the same roll disturbance crossover frequency, while motion group HB increased their crossover frequency to approximately the same level. The roll disturbance phase margins after transfer were the same as at the end of training for both groups. In the pitch axis, disturbance crossover frequencies and phase margins in the training phase were fairly constant and the same for both groups. The pitch disturbance crossover frequency was slightly higher in the transfer session for both groups and slightly increased over the course of the session (Fig. 12b). The pitch disturbance crossover frequencies for motion group HB were slightly higher than motion group HO. Pitch disturbance phase margins remained constant in the transfer phase and were slightly lower than in the training phase for both groups. Comparing roll and pitch, disturbance crossover frequencies were slightly higher and disturbance phase margins lower in roll compared to pitch for both groups in the training phase. Disturbance crossover frequencies and phase margins were similar between the two axes for both groups in the transfer phase. Note that the overall trends in the disturbance open-loop parameters are remarkably similar for both groups.

The target crossover frequencies and phase margins are given in Fig. 13 for both axes. Trends and effects are similar in both axes and for both groups. In the roll axis, the target crossover frequency decreases over the course of training and the target phase margin increases. The target crossover frequency is lower for motion group HO and, as a result, the target phase margin for this group is higher. After transfer, target crossover frequencies and phase margins were closer to the end-of-training values for motion group HB, were similar for both groups, and remained constant. Results in pitch are similar to roll for both groups in the training phase; that is, the pitch target crossover frequencies were lower for motion group HO and pitch target phase margins were higher. In contrast to the roll axis, pitch target crossover frequencies and phase margins for each group were closer to each of their respective end-of-training values.
For motion group HB, the pitch target phase margin slightly increased over the course of the transfer phase towards the values for motion group HO. Target crossover frequencies and phase margins were very similar between the roll and pitch axes for both groups. Only the pitch target phase margin for motion group HO throughout the transfer phase was higher in pitch compared to roll, and the pitch target crossover frequency was lower.

**V. Discussion**

A cybernetic approach was used to analyze the evolution of manual control behavior and performance in a multi-axis control task throughout training and after transfer of training. Previous experiments have shown that using this approach in experimental settings that are less restricted, for example, by using a multiple-axis control task instead of a single-axis control task, may result in difficulties in finding global optimum pilot model parameter estimates using MLE.²⁵ A transfer-of-training experiment, where the goal is to analyze participants’ changing control strategy between single experimental runs, exacerbates the situation. For this reason, we still averaged five consecutive runs in the MLE procedure, a common practice in non-training experiments, increasing the chances of finding global optimum parameter sets. However, this approach might have masked some of the learning effects, especially in the beginning of the training phase, where manual control behavior adapts quickly.

Twenty-four general aviation pilots participated in the experiment. It was still difficult to find accurate parameter estimates for some, especially in the roll axis and at the beginning of the training phase. Data from five participants proved to be insufficient and were removed from the final analysis. This left nine pilots in the baseline hexapod motion group HB and ten pilots in the optimized hexapod motion group HO.

Pilots training under optimized hexapod motion HO were expected to learn faster, that is, reach asymptotic levels sooner, compared to pilots training under baseline hexapod motion HB (hypothesis H1). In addition, pilots having trained under HB were expected to need more time to adapt to the full-motion condition compared to pilots having trained under HO. Unfortunately, the different dependent measures did not unambiguously support this hypothesis, and, in fact, certain measures show faster adaptations for group HB in the training or transfer phases and others for...
group HO. For example, the lead time constant, depicted in Fig. 9c for roll and in Fig. 9d for pitch, shows faster adaptations for group HB in the training phase, but faster adaptations for group HO in the transfer phase. The opposite is true for the motion delay, depicted in Fig. 10c for roll and in Fig. 10d for pitch. The motion time delay reaches asymptotic levels faster for group HO during the training phase, but reaches asymptotic levels slightly faster for group HB in the transfer phase.

Furthermore, at the end of transfer, several dependent measures for both groups did not converge to the same value, further invalidating hypothesis H1. For example, for the visual and motion time delays in both axes (Fig. 10), the levels at the end of transfer were different for both groups. This indicates more runs might have been required to reach asymptotic levels for some of the parameters characterizing manual control behavior, as was also found in previous quasi-transfer-of-training experiments using a cybernetic approach.\(^{11,12}\) In addition, even though pilots were assigned to one of the two training-motion conditions randomly, this might point to other differences between the groups, like differences in experience. The much lower pitch control VAF for motion group HO in both the training and transfer phases, indicating this group of pilots possibly controlled less linearly, might be an indication of this. However, such differences in experience between the two groups were not readily apparent from their questionnaire data.

At the end of training, the group of pilots who trained under optimized hexapod motion HO generated less visual lead and controlled with higher gains compared to the group of pilots who trained under baseline hexapod motion HB (Fig. 9), as hypothesized in hypothesis H2. This resulted in better disturbance-rejection performance as observed by the higher disturbance crossover frequencies and lower disturbance phase margins, especially in the roll axis (Fig. 12). At the end of the transfer phase with full motion FM, we expected similar control behavior and performance as at the end of training for motion group HO, as the motion cues relevant to the task were simulated with the same fidelity in both motion conditions (hypothesis H2). However, this was not the case, as can be observed from the equalization parameters in Fig. 9, which still changed significantly for group HO in the transfer phase. This might indicate that the translational accelerations of the c.g. had a larger effect on roll and pitch control behavior and performance in the transfer phase than expected. Finally, previous research on the effects of motion cues on human operator control
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Figure 13. Target crossover frequencies and phase margins.
behavior showed minimal variations in human limitation parameters between different motion conditions; however, in the current experiment larger variations were found (Figures 10 and 11).

VAF values were generally lower compared to previous single-axis experiments, as hypothesized in H3 (Section III.B), indicating that pilots behaved less linearly, most likely due to the periodic sampling between the roll and pitch axes. However, this did not necessarily result in smaller motion or learning effects, as variations in some parameters were substantial, for example in pilots’ equalization parameters (Fig. 9). Motion and learning effects might have been less consistent for some parameters, resulting in larger error bars. Effects seemed to be slightly more pronounced in pitch compared to roll (hypothesis H4), as seen by the larger variations in pilot equalization parameters in pitch compared to roll. However, the error bars for the equalization parameters in pitch are also much larger, indicating more variability between pilots.

Some of the trends observed in the dependent measures cannot readily be explained. An example is the reduction in roll neuromuscular damping for group HB in the transfer phase (Fig. 11a). Some pilots indicated that they regularly significantly changed their control strategy over the course of the training or transfer phases, despite being told not to do so. This also resulted in irregular trends (that is, not following a learning curve) and larger error bars. One of the problems causing this might have been the score provided to pilots after each run in the lower right corner of the PFD. This score was a combination of roll and pitch RMS values. However, from the score it was not clear if a better or worse performance was a result of better or worse performance in roll or pitch, causing pilots to often feel confused about how their control strategy resulted in a certain score. This might have resulted in pilots regularly changing their control strategy and, for example, their emphasis on controlling one axis over the other.

Pilots trained for the task in 60 runs performed on a single day, and then performed the task for another 60 runs during a transfer session the following day. This training and transfer schedule was chosen to facilitate the scheduling of pilots. However, previous research has shown that this is not the most optimal way to train for skill-based tasks. A better training strategy is to spread out training over longer periods of time with longer time intervals between training sessions.9 This might also have led to some of the inconsistencies and variability in the results.

Even though the roll and pitch controlled dynamics didn’t have any cross coupling, cross coupling in manual control behavior and performance was most likely still present, as found in previous studies with similar control tasks.18,24,25 Analyzing the extend of this cross coupling, for example, using the method described in Ref. 18, might give additional insights, and might help explain some of the results found in this study. The current study was set up to do this analysis; however, this was beyond the scope of this paper and might be attempted in the future. In addition, identification techniques for time-varying human control behavior might give more insights into control behavior adaptations over time due to training and might give more accurate parameter estimation results for single runs.26 The development of such identification techniques is underway and will be applied to future quasi-transfer-of-training experiments.

Finally, even though the adaptations of control behavior and performance during the training and transfer phases did not unambiguously point to one motion condition providing the best training for the multi-axis task used in this experiment, insights were gained into the adaptation of pilot control behavior under different motion conditions. Furthermore, valuable lessons were learned that allow us to improve the adopted approach for future transfer-of-training studies.

VI. Conclusions

A cybernetic approach gave insights into how pilots’ use of visual and motion cues in a roll-pitch control task developed for two different hexapod training-motion conditions over the course of training and after transfer to a full-motion condition in a quasi-transfer-of-training experiment. The current results do not point to one of the hexapod motion conditions for better training and transfer of training of the used multi-axis control task. However, the optimized hexapod motion condition did allow pilots to generate less visual lead, control with higher gains, and have better disturbance-rejection performance at the end of the training session compared to the baseline hexapod motion condition. Significant adaptations in control behavior still occurred in the transfer phase under the full-motion condition for both groups. Pilots behaved less linearly compared to previous single-axis control-task experiments; however, this did not result in smaller motion effects or learning effects. Motion and learning effects did seem to be more pronounced in pitch compared to roll. Finally, valuable lessons were learned that allow us to improve the adopted approach for future transfer-of-training studies.
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